Ocean Wave Quilters – Virtual Show and Tell – June 22, 2020
Linda W.
“Fanfare” 65”x71” Tie Dye Challenge. Robert Kaufman’s variegated fabric print Effervescence was a
good match.

“Bubbles and Feathers” 58”x90”
After I used my favorite colors in the first quilt I was left
with the R/O/Y hot color range, usually outside my
comfort zone. I remembered the feathery purple print
and the design of the quilt was based on the 17
YARDS of 1.25” strips already cut.

Kathy M.
Sylvia Pippin’s Flower Design – not yet quilted.

Dee G.
Penrose Tiles on Different Planes

Square of the Hypotenuse

Frogs in a Pond

Sandi B.
I made this cute Warm Welcome quilt (below) from
one of the donated fabric kits we have.

Sharon L.
“High Overhead, Ravens Soar
Through the Forest”
This is my tie-dye challenge quilt.
Howard and I had taken refuge in
the Ukiah library a couple of years
ago on a particularly hot day
when I was getting my car
serviced. Howard was paging
through the books about
redwoods (as usual), and showed
me this page. I decided it should
be a quilt with thread painting.
When I got the fabric for the tiedye challenge, the blue and white
looked like sky to me. So I
decided to base my quilt on the
picture from the book.

I also pieced together some very scrappy quilts. The green scrap
drawer was overflowing. But plain green seemed boring. So I
dug into the red-orange-yellow scrap drawer, as well, and made
2 twin-size (63x92) quilts and one Warm Welcome quilt. (Yes,
the green scrap drawer now closes. Is it empty? Not by a long
shot!!)

Tracy S.
This is my Lemon Quilt in honor of my
father. My father had a dream of becoming a
television writer. He moved to California and
was very, very broke. Often he only ate a
potato a day. He had the opportunity to meet
one of his idols, writer William Saroyan. They
went to the market to pick up lunch fixings and
when they were by the lemons, the acid from
the citrus went straight through my Dad and
he had to leave and wait outside. He swore he
would never be that hungry again. My Dad
became one of the most prolific writers in
television history and throughout his life he
always had a bowl of fresh lemons on his
coffee table lest he ever forget.
When I saw the fabric I knew I had to make
this as a tribute to my Dad and to keep him
always close to me.

Nancy K.
Fishies – left
Puzzle Box – below
Both using donated fabric kits with my own fabric
additions.

Daisy W.

(Left) Giselle Love From Above and my African Improv. Giselle
is a Charlie Harper appliqué, 82" long.

Snuffy Bunny

Scotties from Kathi Hershey's class. There must
have been a guy in there as we had a litter in the
center.

These are blocks (below) from the quilt show last
year. Scrappy is hard for me.

Tina P.

I have finished the dragon quilt I made for my
daughter for her birthday. Wish I could give it to
her in person. The quilting is an all-over Celtic
design in bright orange.

Sherry W.
Sharon L. found the VW fabric in a batch of
donated fabric. I cut out 6 hearts from the
original material then fussy cut the VW's out of
the rest of the material to make the other 6
hearts...It was fun, took me awhile to figure out
what to do. I'm going to put it in Ralphie when I
get it finished and name it "Ralphie's Quilt”.

